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Auction

Prepare to be enchanted as you step inside this meticulously renovated home that exudessophistication. Spanning across

two expansive living areas, this remarkable propertyfeatures six bedrooms and a study, all elegantly reimagined to

perfection.Indulge in the culinary delights of the amazing kitchen, offering a captivating outlook thatcomplements the

breathtaking mountain views.Relax in the sophisticated sitting area, complete with a cozy fireplace that sets the scene

forintimate gatherings while overlooking the majestic mountains.The master suite is a sanctuary of its own, boasting an

en-suite bathroom that rivals a sparetreat. Imagine soaking in the bathtub with panoramic views stretching up the river

towardsthe Cunningham Gap, creating a backdrop of unparalleled beauty that is simply outstanding.The remaining

upstairs bedrooms are strategically separated from the master suite, offeringunparalleled privacy and separation, ideal

for peaceful retreats. Each of these spaciousbedrooms features excellent built-in wardrobes, ensuring ample storage

space, and exudesa sense of sophistication that is simply fantasticThe lower level has been transformed into a private

sanctuary, reminiscent of a studioretreat, complete with its own lavish en-suite bathroom and sitting area.Step outside

onto the brand new deck and immerse yourself in the awe-inspiring vistaoverlooking the river towards the Cunningham

Gap Views. With a commanding elevationabove the river, this home offers a picturesque blend of mountain panoramas

and Bushlandserenity on the opposite shore.Embrace the unparalleled allure of this exceptional property that demands

to be seen to betruly appreciated. Become the talk of the town with its unparalleled charm and sophistication,setting a

new standard for luxury living.Seamlessly connected to essential amenities including shops, schools, and

transportation,this home represents a rare opportunity that simply cannot be missed. Seize your chance toown this

extraordinary piece of paradise!Going to Auction on the 20th of July at 10am, please call me for a viewing outside the

openhomes if that suits you better.


